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Abstract: A novel bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (DPPM)
functionalized amidine ligand (DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2H) (Dipp=

2,6-diisopropylphenyl) was synthesized. Subsequent deproto-
nation with suitable alkali metal bases resulted in the
corresponding complexes [M{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(Ln)] (M=Li,
Na, K, Rb, Cs; L= thf, Et2O). The alkali metal complexes form
monomeric species in the solid state, exhibiting intramolecu-
lar metal-π-interactions. In addition, a caesium derivative [Cs
{PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2}]6 was obtained by cleavage of a diphe-
nylphosphino moiety, forming an unusual six-membered ring
structure in the solid state. All complexes were fully

characterized by single crystal X-ray diffraction, NMR spectro-
scopy, IR spectroscopy as well as elemental analysis. Further-
more, the photoluminescent properties of the complexes
were thoroughly investigated, revealing differences in emis-
sion with regards to the respective alkali metal. Interestingly,
the hexanuclear [Cs{PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2}]6 metallocycle exhib-
its a blue emission in the solid state, which is significantly
red-shifted at low temperatures. The bifunctional design of
the ligand, featuring orthogonal donor atoms (N vs. P) and a
high steric demand, is highly promising for the construction
of advanced metal and main group complexes.

Introduction

Amidinates are N-chelating ligands of the general form [RC-
(NR’)2

� and represent one of the most common ligand systems
in coordination chemistry.[1–2] They are accessible via various
synthetic routes and can be easily modified by varying the
substituents (R, R’) of the heteroallylic NCN moiety. This allows

customization of the ligand in terms of steric demand and
electronic properties as well as the introduction of additional
functionalities. Hence, amidinates are widely used in the
formation and stabilization of complexes, ranging from main
group elements to transition and f-block metals.[3–8] In general,
monoanionic amidinates provide a mono- or bidentate support
for metal ions, yet the introduction of additional heteroatom
donor sites into the amidinate scaffold allows for extension to
advanced coordination motifs as well as the potential formation
of heteromultimetallic complexes.[9] In recent years, P,N-type
ligands, possessing both nitrogen and phosphorus donor sites,
have been proven particularly suitable for this task (Fig-
ure 1).[10–11] For instance, the synthesis of different amidinate
ligands with attached phosphine moieties has been reported in
literature (Figure 1c), which were subsequently used to prepare
main group and transition metal compounds.[12–13] In this
context, the composition and design of a multidentate P,N-
ligand, for example the proximity of functional units or the
steric demand, play a decisive role in promoting specific
arrangements and metal-metal interactions.[14] This fine-tuning
allows customizing the properties and applications of the
corresponding organometallic material in terms of photophys-
ical and catalytic properties.[15–16] For the synthesis of a novel,
multidentate P,N-ligand, the integration of a bis
(diphenylphosphino)methane (DPPM) functionality into an
amidinate system seemed to be advantageous, utilizing the
different properties of hard amidinate and soft phosphine
donor centers.[17–18] In general, DPPM and its derivatives are
well-established ligand systems in coordination chemistry that
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enable bidentate chelating and bridging coordination modes of
suitable metal ions.[19] In 2012, a DPPM-functionalized carbox-
ylate, which can be considered as oxygen analogues of the
amidinate anions, was described by Duchateau et al. and
successfully applied for the synthesis of metal complexes.[20]

Following on from this, the extension to a corresponding
amidinate ligand system enables the introduction of additional
side groups and functionalities and thus the construction of
advanced coordination pockets and motifs.

To the best of our knowledge, a DPPM-functionalized
amidine system (Figure 1d), exhibiting a multidentate P2N2-type
coordination sphere, as described herein, has not yet been
reported. The bifunctional ligand exhibits orthogonal, opposing
functionalities that allow for multiple coordination modes.
These properties render it highly interesting for the synthesis of
metal and main group complexes in addition to heteromultime-
tallic structures. Furthermore, we report on the synthesis of the
ligand’s alkali metal complexes [M{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(Ln)] (M=

Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs; L= thf, Et2O) as well as the remarkable caesium
derivative [Cs{PPh2CH2� C(N-Dipp)2}], which forms an unusual
six-membered ring structure in the solid state. Investigation of
the photoluminescence (PL) properties in the solid state
revealed interesting PL behavior for the respective alkali metal
complexes.

Results and Discussion

The bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (DPPM) functionalized
amidinate ligand was obtained by a two-step synthesis route
on a multigram scale (Scheme 1). First, DPPM was reacted with
n-BuLi, leading to deprotonation of the methylene moiety.
Subsequently, bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)carbodiimide was
added to the reaction mixture to obtain the lithium salt of the
DPPM-functionalized amidinate [Li{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(thf)]
(thf= tetrahydrofuran, Dipp=2,6-diisopropylphenyl) (1) via a
nucleophilic C� C coupling reaction. The Dipp-functionalized
carbodiimide was selected to introduce sterically demanding

substituents to the ligand. The introduction of other substitu-
ents can be easily accomplished by selecting other suitable
carbodiimides.

Single crystals of 1, suitable for X-ray analysis, were
obtained by slow diffusion of n-pentane into a THF solution. A
crystallization process is necessary to purify the compound by
separation of unreacted DPPM. Compound 1 crystallizes in the
triclinic space group P�1 with one molecule in the asymmetric
unit. The molecular structure of 1 in the solid state, as shown in
Figure 2, reveals the expected bisphosphine-functionalized
amidinate structure. Here, the lithium ion is k1-coordinated by
one of the nitrogen atoms of the amidinate moiety. The
monodentate metal coordination mode is regularly observed
for amidinates with sterically demanding substituents.[1] Sim-
ilarly, a dimerization process, which is not uncommon for
lithium amidinates, is prohibited, leading to the formation of a
monomeric species in the solid state. The coordination sphere
of the lithium ion is further saturated by an intramolecular π-
arene interaction and an additional THF molecule. In general,
bulky N-bound aryl substituents of amidinates can adopt a syn-
or anti-configuration. This has a great influence on the ligand’s
coordination behavior, as an anti-configuration supports a
coordination mode in which the metal ion is coordinated to a
nitrogen atom of the NCN moiety and the π-arene system.[23]

Accordingly, the metal π-arene interaction in 1 is enabled by

Figure 1. A series of phosphine-functionalized N-donor ligand systems,
applicable for the construction of metal complexes: (a) phosphorus
guanidine,[11,21–22] (b) ß-diketimine,[10] (c)[12] and (d) amidines. The introduction
of additional phosphorous containing moieties into the respective ligand
scaffold enables the formation of specific pockets and coordination motifs.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of DPPM-functionalized amidinate ligand 1 via a two-
step reaction.

Figure 2. Molecular structure of 1 in the solid state. Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: N1-Li 1.951(3),
P1-C2 1.898(2), P2-C2 1.878(2), N1-C1 1.342(2), N2-C1 1.314(2), N2-C3
1.410(2), C1-C2 1.537(2), Li� O 1.882(3), Li-C3 2.347(4); P1-C2-P2 116.79(8),
N1-C1-N2 122.50(13), N1-C1-C2 123.32(14), N2-C1-C2 114.17(13), C1-N1-Li
120.00(14), C1-N2-C3 114.57(13).
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anti-configuration of the aromatic Dipp groups, as a conse-
quence of the DPPM moiety’s high steric demand on the
amidinate backbone. The lithium ion is η3-coordinated with
relatively short contacts to the ipso and ortho carbon atoms of
one of the Dipp substituents. (Li� C distances of 2.347(4),
2.434(4) and 2.650(4) Å). The structural motif and bond lengths
are in agreement with the comparable lithium amidinate [Li
{(Dipp-N)2C-tBu}(thf)].

[23] The angle of the NCN unit (N1-C1-N2
122.50(13)°) is within the usual range for an amidinate system
(in comparison, the NCN angle of lithium Dipp-formamidinate is
120.0(2)°).[24] The corresponding angle of the DPPM moiety (P1-
C2-P2) is 116.79(8)°, which is slightly widened in comparison to
the starting material bis(diphenylphosphino)methane
(107.63(10)°).[25] The C-N bond distances of the amidinate
moiety are slightly different (N1-C1 1.342(2) Å, N2-C1 1.314(2)
Å), indicating a rather localized charge distribution of the NCN
unit.

Furthermore, compound 1 was analyzed by NMR and IR
spectroscopy as well as elemental analysis. In the 31P{1H} NMR
spectrum (C6D6) a single resonance is detected at δ= � 3.2 ppm,
indicating a symmetrical behavior of the diphenylphosphino
moiety in solution. The resonance is significantly downfield
shifted compared to DPPM (δ= � 22.0 ppm).[26] In the corre-
sponding 1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectra of 1, a single set of
resonances is observed for the ligand system, pointing to the
symmetric behavior of compound 1 in solution. A characteristic
triplet 13C{1H} resonance for the amidinate unit (NCN) is
detected at δ=164.7 ppm (2JC,P=13.4 Hz), whereas a triplet
resonance for the DPPM-CH moiety is observed at δ=38.3 ppm
(1JC,P=40.5 Hz). Moreover, a single resonance at δ= � 1.6 ppm is
observed in the 7Li NMR spectrum of 1, which is in agreement
with other lithium amidinates and indicates a monomeric
species in solution.[27–28]

Secondly, [Li{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(thf)] (1) was quenched by
addition of H2O to a diethyl ether solution of the compound to
obtain the respective DPPM-amidine 2 (Scheme 2). Colorless
single crystals of 2, suitable for X-ray analysis, were obtained by
slow evaporation of an Et2O solution. Compound 2 crystallizes
solvent-free in the monoclinic space group P21/n with two
molecules in the asymmetric unit (Figure 3). The NCN (122.6(2)°)
angle of compound 2 is in a similar range as that of compound
1 as well as related amidines such as N,N‘-bis(2,6-diisopropyl-
phenyl)formamidine (123.3(2)°).[29] In accordance with 1, the
NCN unit of 2 is not delocalized, as can be observed from the
different C� N bond lengths (N1-C1 1.365(2) Å; N2-C1
1.295(2) Å).

The formation of a dimeric structure via H-bonds, as
reported for N,N‘-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-formamidine,[29]

cannot be observed in the solid state, probably due to the high
steric influence of the DPPM moiety and the Dipp groups,
which again adopt an anti-configuration. The 1H NMR spectrum
(C6D6) of 2 confirms the presence of a NH proton detected at
δ=5.96 ppm, indicating complete protonation of the ligand.
The corresponding 31P{1H} NMR spectrum shows a single
resonance at δ= � 5.2 ppm, which is slightly shifted upfield
compared to compound 1.

Subsequently, deprotonation of the amidine ligand 2 with
alkali metal bases [M{N(SiMe3)2}] (M=Na, K) led to the
compounds [M{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(L2)] (M=Na (3), K (4) and L=

thf, Et2O) (Scheme 3). Interestingly, the use of other common
alkali metal precursors such as NaH, KH, or elemental Na and K
led to decomposition of the ligand system.

Single crystals of 3 and 4 were obtained by slow diffusion of
n-pentane into a THF solution of the respective compound,
resulting in the formation of the corresponding THF adducts.
For potassium complex 4 single crystals were also obtained by
slow evaporation of diethyl ether, which led to the coordination
of Et2O accordingly. In this work, only the respective Et2O
structure of 4 is discussed in detail. Compounds 3 and 4 are
isostructural (neglecting different solvent coordination) and

Scheme 2. Synthesis of the amidine 2 by protonation of the corresponding
lithium amidinate 1.

Figure 3. Molecular structure of 2 in the solid state. Carbon-bound hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity. The asymmetric unit contains two independent
molecules, only one of which is shown in the figure, since the respective
bond lengths and angles are similar. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles
[°]: P1-C2 1.905(2), P2-C2 1.886(2), N1-C1 1.365(2), N2-C1 1.295(2), C1-C2
1.513(2); P1-C2-P2 112.50(9), N1-C1-N2 122.6(2), N1-C1-C2 119.9(2), N2-C1-C2
117.3(2).

Scheme 3. Synthesis of alkali amidinates 3 and 4 by reaction of DPPM-
amidine 2 and [M{N(SiMe3)2}] (M=Na, K).
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both crystallize in the triclinic space group P�1 with one
molecule in the asymmetric unit. In the case of 3, two thf
molecules are coordinated to the sodium atom (Figure 4, left).
Similarly, the potassium atom of compound 4 is coordinated by
two diethyl ether molecules (Figure 4, right), as a result of the
different crystallization processes. Analogous to 1, the sodium
and potassium ions are k1-coordinated by the NCN moiety and
their coordination sphere is additionally saturated by intra-
molecular metal π-arene interactions, which are enabled due to
an anti-configuration of the Dipp substituents. In case of
sodium complex 3, η3-coordination to one of the Dipp groups is
observed analogous to lithium amidinate 1 (Na� C: 2.815(2)–
3.115(2) Å). The larger ionic radius of potassium in complex 4
results in a η6-π-arene interaction, with K� C distances in the
range of K� C3 3.0906(14) to K� C6 3.342(2) Å. This is in
agreement with the comparable potassium amidinates [K
{(Dipp-N)2C� Ph}(thf)3] and [K{(Dipp-N)2C-tBu}(thf)3], which also
exhibit η6-π-arene interactions.[23] The respective NCN and PCP
angles of 3 and 4 differ only insignificantly from 1, which
therefore appear independent of the coordination of different
alkali metals.

Compounds 3 and 4 were also analyzed by NMR spectro-
scopy, IR spectroscopy and elemental analysis. The 31P{1H} NMR
spectra (C6D6) of 3 and 4 depict a single resonance at δ=

� 3.3 ppm (3) and δ= � 1.7 ppm (4), which are in the same
range as lithium compound 1 (δ= � 3.2 ppm). In the respective
1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectra a similar set of resonances is
detected as for 1, but the resonances for potassium compound
4 appear comparatively broader.

To complete the series of alkali metals, the corresponding
rubidium and caesium amidinates [Rb{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(thf3)]
(5) and [Cs{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(thfx)] (6) were synthesized,
following the methodology that facilitated the reaction of 3
and 4 (Scheme 4).

In case of the rubidium complex 5, colorless single crystals
were obtained by slow diffusion of n-pentane into a THF
solution. Compound 5 crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group P21/c with one molecule in the asymmetric unit. As
expected, the molecular structure of 5 in the solid state, shown
in Figure 5, is almost identical to the other alkali amidinates 1, 3
and 4. The coordination sphere of the rubidium ion is saturated
by a η6-π-arene interaction with one of the Dipp substituents as
observed for potassium complex 4. Due to the enhanced size of
the rubidium cation three THF molecules additionally coordi-
nate to the metal center. Despite the larger ionic radius of
rubidium, the NCN angle of 5 is very similar to the other alkali
amidinates (range between 122.43(14)° and 125.6(2)°). As
expected, the N� M (M=Li, Na, K, Rb) bond lengths increase
with increasing metal ion radius from 1.951(3) Å (1), 2.374(2) Å
(3), 2.7879(12) Å (4) to 2.973(2) Å (5).

The corresponding caesium complex [Cs{DPPM� C(N-
Dipp)2}(thf)x] (6) was crystallized by slow diffusion of n-pentane
into a THF solution. However, no single crystals of 6, suitable for
X-ray analysis, were obtained. Nevertheless, a structure analo-
gous to the other alkali metal complexes is assumed, with at
least three thf molecules coordinated to the caesium ion. This
was confirmed by NMR spectroscopy, among other methods. In

Figure 4. Molecular structure of 3 (left) and 4 (right) in the solid state.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and
angles [°] for 3: N1-Na 2.374(2), P1-C2 1.905(2), P2-C2 1.877(2), N1-C1
1.339(2), N2-C1 1.313(2), N2-C3 1.407(2), C1-C2 1.543(2), Na-O1 2.359(2), Na-
C3 2.815(2); P1-C2-P2 115.60(8), N1-C1-N2 123.43(14), N1-C1-C2 123.41(13),
N2-C1-C2 113.09(14), C1-N2-C3 118.50(13), C1-N1-Na 125.45(10). Selected
bond lengths [Å] and angles [°] for 4: N1-K 2.7879(11), P1-C2 1.8970(14), P2-
C2 1.8784(14), N1-C1 1.334(2), N2-C1 1.320(2), C1-C2 1.544(2), K-O1
2.8499(12), K-C3 3.0906(14), K� C6 3.342(2); P1-C2-P2 116.64(7), N1-C1-N2
123.71(12), N1-C1-C2 124.20(12), N2-C1-C2 112.07(11), C1-N2-C3 119.03(11),
C1-N1-K 126.30(9).

Scheme 4. Synthesis of rubidium and caesium amidinates 5 and 6 by
reaction of DPPM-amidine 2 with [Rb{N(SiMe3)2}] and [Cs{N(SiMe3)2}],
respectively. For 6, the coordination of three solvent molecules is assumed,
however this was not confirmed by XRD measurements.

Figure 5. Molecular structure of 5 in the solid state. Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: N1-Rb 2.973(2),
P1-C2 1.893(2), P2-C2 1.873(2), N1-C1 1.333(3), N2-C1 1.317(3), C1-C2
1.548(3), Rb-C3 3.289(2); P1-C2-P2 115.66(12), N1-C1-N2 125.6(2), N1-C1-C2
122.3(2), N2-C1-C2 112.0(2), C1-N2-C3 121.2(2), C1-N1-Rb 125.02(14).
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the 31P{1H} NMR spectra (THF-d8) of 5 and 6 a single resonance
is detected at δ=0.0 ppm (5) and δ=0.6 ppm (6), respectively,
which are slightly shifted downfield compared to the other
alkali metal complexes. As observed for potassium complex 4,
relatively broad resonances are detected in the 1H and 13C{1H}
NMR spectra of 5 and 6 (at 298 K), hence the resonance
resolution seems to decrease along with the size of the alkali
metal cation. This likely results from dynamic processes in
solution, thus 1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectra were also recorded at
lower temperatures (down to 233 K; see Figure S24 and S28),
which significantly amplified resonance resolution. In addition,
the IR spectra of both compounds 5 and 6 are almost identical,
confirming the isostructural composition of the two complexes.

During the synthesis of 6, NMR spectroscopy indicated a
decomposition of [Cs{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(thf)x] over time, a
process that seems to be enhanced by application of an excess
of [Cs{N(SiMe3)2}]. In the process, one of the {PPh2} groups of
the DPPM moiety is cleaved off and replaced by a hydrogen
atom, resulting in the formation of monophosphine-functional-
ized amidinate [Cs-PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2]6 (7) (Scheme 5).
Although P-C bond cleavages are known for DPPM and its
derivatives,[30–33] the mechanism of the reaction is unclear in our
case. When monitoring the decomposition of 6 by 31P{1H} NMR

spectroscopy, a degradation of 6 is monitored and small signals
of 7 can be observed after only a few hours (Supporting
Information, Figure S32). After one week, a mixture of species
was visible, yet only 7 was identified as one of the products,
which was isolated in a crystalline yield of about 40%.

Single crystals of 7 were readily obtained by slow diffusion
of n-pentane into a THF solution. Compound 7 crystallizes in
the trigonal space group R-3 with one molecule, as part of a six-
membered ring structure, in the asymmetric unit (Figure 6). The
molecular structure of 7 in the solid state confirms the cleavage
of one {PPh2} moiety per molecule. The hexanuclear ring
structure is formed via intermolecular interactions between
caesium and the nitrogen atom of an adjacent NCN unit with a
Cs� N2 distance of 3.182(3) Å (in comparison: Cs� N1 3.066(3) Å)
as well as Cs-η6-π interactions (Cs� C distances: 3.573(2) to
3.636(3) Å). In addition, each phosphine moiety orientates to an
adjacent caesium ion (Cs� P 3.7753(9) Å), favored by the soft
character of the caesium cation and the flexible alignment of
the CH2PPh2 units, possibly contributing to the stabilization of
the ring structure.

The Cs� P distance of 3.7753(9) Å is slightly longer than
previously reported Cs� P contacts, for example in comparable
Cs phosphide or phosphinomethanide complexes (Cs� P separa-
tions of 3.52-3.64 Å).[34–37] Organometallic caesium complexes
have a tendency to form coordination oligomers and polymers
in the solid state, such as infinite chains or three-dimensional
networks,[38–42] featuring unique coordination motifs. This char-
acteristic, amongst others, is often caused by intermolecular
caesium-π-arene interactions. However, merely two hexanuclear
caesium rings are reported in literature, utilizing either a bis
(iminophosphorano)-methanide or a m-terphenyl cyclopenta-
dienyl ligand as a scaffold.[43–44] In both cases the ring structure
is stabilized by π-bonds only. In 7, the six-membered ring is
stabilized by Cs� N bonds, π-interactions and possibly Cs-P
contacts, highlighting the importance of a multidentate P,N-
coordination sphere in the assembly of this type of a structural
motif. The remarkable caesium-“wheel” 7 exhibits a diameter of
2.9 nm in the solid state, which is in the same range as one of
the other known hexanuclear Cs-rings.[43] In case of 7, the cyclic
hexamer forms a central cavity that spans about 7.2 Å between
opposing Dipp groups.

Finally, compound 7 was characterized by NMR and IR
spectroscopy. In the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 7 a single
resonance is detected at δ= � 20.4 ppm, hence significantly
shifted upfield compared to the former complex [Cs{DPPM� C-
(N-Dipp)2}(thf)x] (6). In the 1H NMR and 13C{1H} NMR spectra the
cleavage of a PPh2 moiety and accompanying formation of a
methylene unit is observed (13C{1H}: δ=35.7 ppm; d, 1JC,P=

13.1 Hz). Furthermore, another important aspect was to assess
whether the six-membered ring structure is also present in
solution, since complex 7 exhibits similar luminescence proper-
ties in solution and solid state. Therefore, the hydrodynamic
radius (rh) of 7 was determined applying diffusion ordered NMR
spectroscopy (DOSY). Here, molecules are distinguished accord-
ing to their diffusion coefficient (D), which correlates with their
hydrodynamic radius.[45–47] For 7, a single species with a hydro-
dynamic radius of rh=6.8 Å (in THF-d8) is determined in solution

Scheme 5. Formation of caesium complex 7 by decomposition of 6 over
time. One of the {PPh2} moieties per molecule is cleaved off in the process to
give [Cs-PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2]6 (7), which forms a six-membered ring structure
in the solid state. Merely the respective monomer unit of 7 is shown in the
scheme, which is considered to be present in solution.

Figure 6. Molecular structure of 7 in the solid state. Hydrogen atoms and
solvent molecules (THF, n-pentane) are omitted for clarity. Selected bond
lengths [Å] and angles [°]: N1-Cs 3.069(2), P-C2 1.843(3), N1-C1 1.324(3), N2-
C1 1.327(4), C1-C2 1.520(3), N2-C3 1.411(3), Cs-C3 3.573(2), Cs-C6 3.591(3);
N1-C1-N2 125.2(2), N1-C1-C2 120.5(2), N2-C1-C2 114.3(2), C1-C2-P 114.1(2),
C1-N1-Cs 133.3(2), C1-N2-C3 117.5(2). The asymmetric unit is displayed on
the left side. Right side: Molecular structure of 7 in the solid state, displaying
formation of a six-membered ring structure [Cs-PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2]6 due to
intermolecular interactions between Cs-N2 (green, dotted), Cs-P (pink,
dotted) and Cs-π-interactions. Respective atom distances [Å] and angles [°]:
P-Cs 3.7753(9), Cs-N2 3.188(2); N1-Cs-N2 171.08(5).
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(Supporting Information, Figure S33). In comparison, analogous
DOSY measurements of lithium amidinate 1 (in C6D6) resulted in
a hydrodynamic radius of rh=5.9 Å (Supporting Information,
Figure S34). Thus, in contrast to the solid state (r=14.5 Å), the
DOSY measurements indicate a monomeric species [Cs-
PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2] (1/6 ·7) in THF solution. The slightly larger
radius compared to 1 is due to the larger ionic radius of
caesium, including additional coordinating THF molecules. A
measurement of 7 in C6D6 was not feasible due to limited
solubility. In view of these results, the formation of a
hexanuclear ring structure in the solid state seems remarkable,
as 7 was crystallized from the strong donor solvent THF, in
which it is present in a monomeric form. However, a synthesis
by decomposition is not intended to replace a detailed,
reproducible procedure for 7. We believe that the prior
synthesis and isolation of the amidine PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2H is
the simplest route for the direct formation of caesium complex
7. The monophosphine amidine is sterically less demanding
than DPPM-amidine 2 and may represent an interesting
alternative with respect to the formation of metal complexes.

Photophysical properties

All compounds 1–7 are off-white or colorless crystalline solids.
In order to ensure comparability between the alkali metal
complexes, only the crystalline, thf-coordinated compounds
were used for the measurements. Photoluminescence emission
(PL) and excitation (PLE) spectra were recorded for compounds
1–7 in the solid state (Figure 7 and Supporting Information,
Figures S42–S48) at temperatures from 6 K to 295 K. Com-
pounds 1–3 and 6 show blue-green photoluminescence at both
low (6 or 12 K) and ambient temperature (295 K) with a
moderate increase in PL intensity with decreasing temperature
(Figure 7). A predominantly blue PL, on the other hand, is
observed for potassium compound 4. In comparison, the PL of
rubidium complex 5 is significantly red shifted relative to the
other compounds (approx. 50 nm to the protonated ligand 2),
and exhibits green PL at both 6 K and 298 K. The unique
caesium ring structure 7 shows a blue-green emission at low
temperatures, which is blue shifted upon raising the temper-
ature.

The absorption onset below approximately λ=450 nm of
the respective spectra of 1–7 is consistent with the color-
lessness of the compounds. The emission spectra of the
aforementioned compounds, excluding 4, show fairly broad
and unstructured photoluminescence for both low and high
temperatures upon UV excitation (below 400 nm). Here, the
emission maxima for 1–3 and 6 are centered at approximately
λ=450–480 nm (FWHM=110-165 nm at 295 K, FWHM= full
width at half maximum; see Supporting Information, Tables S3
and S4). On the other hand, the hexanuclear Cs-ring 7 features
a comparatively sharp emission with a FWHM of 68 nm at 20 K,
centered at λ=393 nm. Interestingly, in comparison to the
other alkali metal complexes, potassium compound 4 displays a
well resolved vibronic pattern at low temperatures indicating a
different relaxation mechanism. The emission band shows two

maxima (6 K) at λmax=411 nm and 436 nm as well as an
additional strong shoulder at 464 nm. Upon raising the temper-
ature from 6 K (respectively 12 K) to 295 K, the PL intensity
decreases nearly exponentially for compounds 1–3, 6 and 7,
while the intensities for the potassium and rubidium complexes
4 and 5 decrease rather linearly (Figure 7, right). In addition,
non-radiative electronic relaxation significantly reduces the PL
intensity upon raising the temperature, resulting in a low
quantum yield of <1% (at 295 K) for all compounds except for
4 (see Supporting Information, Table S3). Upon nsec-pulsed
laser excitation at 337 nm, the PL of all compounds 1–7 decays
within 10 nsec, both at low and ambient temperatures, and
therefore can be assigned to fluorescence. No (minor) long-
lived phosphorescence component was detected for any of the
compounds.

To further compare the specific colors emitted by the
compounds 1–7, we determined the CIE diagrams at 20 K and
at 295 K (see Supporting Information, Figures S50 and S51). The
diagrams illustrate the azure blue colored PL of [K{DPPM� C(N-
Dipp)2}(thf2)] (4), which is in a distinctly different region
compared to the other compounds. For compounds 1, 3, 5 and
6 no significant shift of the PL is observed upon temperature
decrease, whereas the emission color of 2 is slightly blue shifted
upon cooling to cryogenic temperatures.

Figure 7. Left: Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) and emission (PL) spectra
of compounds 1–7 at 6 (12), 100 and 295 K. Right: Integrated PL intensities
plotted against the temperature in the range of 6 to 295 K.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we present the synthesis of a DPPM-functional-
ized amidine ligand via a straightforward synthetic protocol. It
was feasible to deprotonate the ligand with suitable alkali metal
bases to afford the complexes [M{DPPM� C(N-Dipp)2}(Ln)] (M=Li
(1), Na (3), K (4), Rb (5) Cs (6); L= thf, Et2O; n=1–3). In addition,
a caesium derivative [Cs{PPh2CH2-C(N-Dipp)2}]6 (7) was obtained
as a result of a diphenylphosphino moiety cleavage, forming a
remarkable six-membered ring structure in the solid state.
Furthermore, PL spectra of all compounds were recorded,
showing differences in emission with regards to the respective
alkali metal in the blue-green region.

The bifunctional P2N2-design of the ligand, which exhibits
orthogonal and opposing functionalities, makes it highly
interesting for the construction of advanced metal complexes,
allowing various coordination modes. In addition, we envisage
that the synthesized amidine/amidinates represent a ligand
system, which will prove useful for the stabilization of reactive
metal species and main group elements, as a result of its high
steric demand and multidentate coordination behavior. Future
work will emphasize the synthesis of transition metal and
lanthanide complexes, as well as the formation of heteromulti-
metallic structures in view of their potentially interesting
photophysical properties.

Experimental Section
The Supporting Information contains experimental details and
analytical data of all compounds (NMR, IR, elemental analysis);
additional XRD and structure refinement data; NMR- and IR- spectra
of every compound; additional PL data. Detailed XRD measurement
description as well as crystal and structure refinement data are also
provided as Supporting Information. Deposition Number(s)
2091287 (1), 2091288 (2), 2091289 (3), 2091290 (4), 2091291 (5),
and 2091292 (7) contain(s) the supplementary crystallographic data
for this paper. These data are provided free of charge by the joint
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre and Fachinformationszen-
trum Karlsruhe Access Structures service.
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